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In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be creating your own Windows applications using the power and functionality of Visual C# .NET. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of Visual C# .NET from the ground up.
As an added bonus, the book includes a 60-day Trial Version of Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 on DVD-ROM so you will have every tool you need to create the applications demonstrated in the book.

Step-by-step instructions walk you through the most common Visual C# .NET tasks while questions and answers, quizzes, and exercises at the end of each hour help you test your knowledge. Notes and tips point out shortcuts and solutions and help steer you clear of potential problems.

You will learn...

* The basics of Visual C# and then quickly begin applying your knowledge to real-world Windows programming tasks.
* Important features such as building forms, working with controls, looping, debugging, and working with data in the world of .NET.
* Tips that ease migration from Visual C++ and Visual Basic 6 to Visual c# .NET 2003.

       About the Author
   

James Foxall is vice president of development and support for Tigerpaw Software,   Inc. (http://www.tigerpawsoftware.com)—a Microsoft Certified Partner in Omaha,   Nebraska, specializing in commercial database applications. James manages the   Tigerpaw Business Suite, an award-winning CRM product designed to automate   contact management, marketing, service and repair, proposal generation,   inventory control, and purchasing. James's experience in creating certified   Office-compatible software has made him an authority on application interface   and behavior standards of applications for the Microsoft Windows and Microsoft   Office environments.

James has personally written more than 200,000 lines of commercial production   code in both single-programmer and multiple-programmer environments. He is the   author of numerous books, including Sams Teach Yourself C# in 24 Hours and   Practical Standards for Microsoft Visual Basic .NET, and he has written articles   for Access-Office-VBA Advisor and Visual Basic Programmer's Journal. James has a   bachelor's degree in management of information systems (MIS), is a Microsoft   Certified Solution Developer, and is an international speaker on Microsoft   Visual Basic. When not programming or writing about programming, he enjoys   spending time with his family, playing guitar, doing battle over the chess   board, listening to Pink Floyd, playing computer games (Raven Shield   multiplayer), and (believe it or not) programming! 
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Hysteroscopy: Visual Perspectives of Uterine Anatomy, Physiology, and PathologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Thoroughly revised, updated, and expanded, the Third Edition of Diagnostic and Operative Hysteroscopy provides a comprehensive pictorial and textual guide to the anatomy, physiology, pathology, and clinical aspects of the uterus and the latest diagnostic and operative hysteroscopy procedures. This edition features more than...
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The Edge of Anarchy: The Railroad Barons, the Gilded Age, and the Greatest Labor Uprising in AmericaSt Martin Press, 2019

	
		"Timely and urgent...The core of The Edge of Anarchy is a thrilling description of the boycott of Pullman cars and equipment by Eugene Debs’s fledgling American Railway Union..." ?The New York Times

		

		"During the summer of 1894, the stubborn and irascible Pullman became a...
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Fallacies and Judgments of Reasonableness: Empirical Research Concerning the Pragma-Dialectical Discussion Rules (Argumentation Library)Springer, 2009
In Fallacies and Judgments of Reasonableness, Frans H. van Eemeren, Bart Garssen and Bert Meuffels report on their systematic empirical research of the conventional validity of the pragma-dialectical discussion rules. The experimental studies they carried out during more than ten years start from the pragma-dialectical theory of...
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Computer Science: An Overview (11th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011

	This book presents an introductory survey of computer science. It explores the
	breadth of the subject while including enough depth to convey an honest appreciation
	for the topics involved.


	Computer Science: An Overview uses broad coverage and clear exposition to present a complete picture of the dynamic computer...
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HDInsight EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Tap your unstructured Big Data and empower your business using the Hadoop distribution from Windows


	Overview

	
		Architect a Hadoop solution with a modular design for data collection, distributed processing, analysis, and reporting
	
		Build a multi-node Hadoop cluster on Windows servers

...
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MATLAB® by Example: Programming Basics (Elsevier Insights)Elsevier Limited, 2013

	MATLAB By Example guides the reader through each step of writing MATLAB programs. The book assumes no previous programming experience on the part of the reader, and uses multiple examples in clear language to introduce concepts and practical tools. Straightforward and detailed instructions allow beginners to learn and develop their...
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